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1. Introduction
The influence of the large corporations on the global food production is growing fast. The global seed
market gives a clear indication of their power, with market monopolies for ever fewer multinational
biotech corporations. As new European biopatents legislation and agriculture policies are taking shape,
the global corporations are quietly taking over the European market. This brochure takes a look at the
current state of affairs in Europe and the Netherlands, and examines the implications for the future of
food and farming as we know it.
This publication is part of A SEED Europe's agriculture & food campaign.
Drawings made by Julie Rosebud.

2. Monsanto in the seed industry
Monsanto, the infamous global champion of genetic engineering (GE) of plants and role-model of the
multinational agriculture industry has in recent years turned itself into the biggest seed company worldwide, occupying 23% percent of the global seed market 1.
Seeds have turned into a profitable market and became a key battleground for developments in global
agriculture, and Monsanto's strategy of seeking monopoly-positions in the agricultural input sector relies
on controlling large parts of the seed business.
Acquiring seed companies became agrochemical
producer Monsanto’s first priority when they
embraced modern biotechnology in the late 80s.
The company bought more than 50 major seed
producers internationally between 1996 and 20082.
The initial run was for corn, cotton, soy and canola
seeds to create their main GE crops.
The story of Monsanto penetrating the Dutch seed
industry is just one example of a global
consolidation process. The US seed industry
probably has the most consolidated structure and
Monsanto has reached the greatest market power
there.
The European seed industry was for most of the
20th century dominated by smaller, conventional
breeding companies and became target of US agrochemical companies during the last decades.
Monsanto acquired Poloni Semences from France
and Peotec Seeds from Italy.
There were numerous acquisitions in other parts of
the world, including the growing seed industries of
India (e.g. Mahyco) and Brazil (e.g. Monsoy).
Chemical company DuPont owns the second
largest seed company Pioneer Hi-Bred.

Monsanto in the Netherlands
In the case of the Netherlands, Monsanto
concentrated on producers of vegetable and
flower seeds: Seminis Seeds, a multinational
with locations in Enkhuizen, Honselersdijk and
Wageningen, Western Seed from Naaldwijk and
at last De Ruiter Seeds based in Bergschenhoek,
covering open field and greenhouse plants. By
taking over seed companies Monsanto does not
only expand its market share. These acquisitions
are also important because they give access to
infrastructure: production sites, research and
development divisions as well as distribution
networks and vast plant gene banks. The
swallowed companies often keep their old names
for marketing purposes, like in the case of
Seminis, Western Seed, and De Ruiter, but they
inevitably become part of the general business
plans of Monsanto.

European seed giants Bayer from Germany, and
Syngenta with headquarters in Switzerland all
integrated major parts of the European seed
industry. Even though they are competitors of
Monsanto on the market, they are equally
interested in increasing corporate control over
seeds and promoting GMOs in agriculture.

The Monsanto lobby
The business strategy of Monsanto goes far beyond simply increasing annual sales of seeds: The
prevailing corporate enclosure of seeds is backed by judicial regulations involving patent rights and seed
laws. Monsanto is known for effective lobbying at the governmental level, especially in the US, to make
sure new laws meet their interests.3

1 ETC 2008, Who owns nature?, p. 11
2 Howard 2009, Visualizing Consolidation in the Global Seed Industry: 1996–2008 (In: Sustainability 2009,1), p.
1274
3 Combat Monsanto, Revolving Doors (http://www.combat-monsanto.co.uk/spip.php?rubrique15)

In the EU Monsanto and others in the seed industry are
currently active pushing for various changes in EUregulation concerning seeds: Expanding patentability of
plant varieties, gearing legislation on the marketing of
seeds towards industrial seeds. Last but not least there is
Monsanto's ongoing battle to get approval for new
varieties of genetically engineered (GE) plants and
seeds.
Compared to the situation in the United States, where
their power is far greater, and its intimidation and lobby
tactics to increase profits draconian, Monsanto's
presence in Europe seems relatively tame and
apparently less scandalous. The numerous lawsuits in
the US, for example, in which farmers are accused of
illegally reproducing Monsanto patented GM seeds, are
yet unknown here4. But also in Europe the tide might be
turning. Biotech seed corporations effectively apply a
stealth communication strategy to stay invisible for the
public radar and wash their image green and friendly. In
the Netherlands Monsanto and others are applying
pressure to the government to deny seed breeders their
right to access commercial plant varieties for breeding
purposes.5 The European Patent Office is now even
processing applications for patent rights for non GE
varieties, which will restrict the freedom of farmers and
plant breeders even more.
In 2008 Swiss seed multinational Syngenta joined
Monsanto’s subsidiaries De Ruiter Seeds and Seminis,
along with other Netherlands-based seed companies
Bejo Zaden, Enza Zaden and Rijk Zwaan, in setting up
an “Anti-Infringement Bureau for Intellectual Property
Rights on Plant Material” in Brussels.6 This bureau
functions to ‘prevent infringement’ on European
markets, targeting farmers and plant breeders who
‘misuse’ patented seeds by resowing them or using them
to develop new varieties. Such practices by Monsanto &
Co. are just another step to shape agriculture according
to its interest in profits.
In Chapter 5 we will take a closer look at the
consequences of these developments and the proposed
changes in European regulations for the seed sector, the
food chain and the environment.

Plant Breeders' Right
Plant Breeders Right protects the rights of
the breeder of a new variety. Only the
breeder has the right to multiply the plants
and to earn money by selling the seeds.
Breeders' right does allow the use of the
variety by other breeders to develop new
varieties, and also allows farmers to save
seeds for next season. Breeders' right is less
restricted than patent right

Patent right
A patent can be obtained for a technological
invention. Patent rights offer extensive
protection, so that any use of the product
without permission from the license holder
is prohibited. Farmers are not allowed to
save patented seeds, and breeders are not
allowed to use the seeds for developing new
varieties. Up until now European patents on
living organisms were restricted to
genetically manipulated crops, but they are
now processing applications for patents on
conventional plants. Biological processes
can still not be patented under EU directive
98/44/EC and Art. 53(b) EPC (European
Patent Convention)

European seed law
Twelve European directives that are
interpreted differently by each of the EU
member states. The European Commission
wants to replace these directives by new
binding agreements. One of the directives
concerns a common catalogue of varieties of
agricultural plant species that are allowed
for commercial use. It is difficult for nonindustrial seeds to meet the standards for
inclusion on the list.
http://ec.europa.eu/food/plant/propagation/c
atalogues/index_en.htm

4 See www.commondreams.org/headlines05/0115-04.htm
5 Hans van der Lugt, Kwekers vrezen octrooi op zaden and letters of Monsanto, Syngenta, Plantum NL and Crop
Life: NRC Handelsblad 15.08.2009
(www.nrc.nl/economie/article2329284.ece/Kwekers_vrezen_octrooi_op_zaden)
6 Vegetable seed companies join forces to stop illegal reproduction of seeds. Anti-Infringement Bureau for
Intellectual Property Rights on Plant Material (www.freshplaza.com/news_detail.asp?id=34056)

3. GE Seeds
For the introduction of GE plants into agriculture, patent rights as well as the merging of the biotech and
the seed industry are highly important.
One major advantage of marketing GE seeds is that the producing company holds patents on the GE
varieties. These patents are granted by national patent offices (the EU shares the European Patent Office
EPO) on the basis of “inventing” a new plant variety through
genetic engineering techniques. The patent holder enjoys
Genetic manipulation
monopoly rights over its protected variety, which means in
practice: Farmers are not allowed to reproduce or exchange
the purchased patented seeds - instead they have to buy new
seeds every year. This legal construction helps to wipe-out
the traditional farming practice of seed-saving and to
increase profits from selling seed. In the Netherlands hardly
Genetic manipulation occurs when the
any farmer still saves farm seeds, but globally this is still a
cells of normal plants are injected with
common practice for about 80% of the farmers, especially in
genes from another organism with
the South.
expensive laboratory techniques, and
often using viruses and bacteria for the
Patent rights are a prerequisite for corporate development
transfer of genes into the plant cells.
and marketing of GE plant varieties. In their current form
The inserted genes can come from
the dominant international intellectual property (IP)
completely different species, like an
regulations like TRIPS (an agreement within the World
animal or insect (transgenic
Trade Organisation) stimulate GMOs in agriculture and
7
modification). It is a process that never
increase corporate control over the food system.
occurs naturally, and counts as a
technical invention for which the
The integration of most US-American and European large
industry claims the rights by registering
seed companies with modern biotechnology companies
a patent on it.
during the late 90s, was in no way incidental. Having access
to plant material is a necessary ingredient for developing
transgenic plants. In order to make money with these plants,
large scale production sites and distribution networks are necessary. Biotechnology and the plant
breeders/seed producers turned out to be a perfect match, acting jointly to promote GMOs in agriculture 8.
Monsanto’s successful take-over of the US soy seed market – in 2007 99% of all soy plantations in the
US were carrying transgenic traits by Monsanto9 - illustrates well that the predominance of GE varieties
equals with market dominance of multinational biotech giants.

4. Development of the seed industry
From seed swapping to oligarchy
The problem with today’s global seed industry, besides developing GMOs, is that the process of business
concentration threatens farmers’ autonomy. Ever since the sixties, seed laws in many countries have
enabled the increasing corporate control over seeds.
In 2008 the ETC group pointed out that the largest ten seed companies – with Monsanto, Pioneer/Du
Pont and Syngenta leading the pack - make for 67 per cent of the global commercial seed market 10. Du
Pont, the chemical giant, swallowed Pioneer, the largest seed giant in 1999, and after that developed an
appetite for smaller biotech businesses11. Syngenta ranks 2nd in global sales of pesticides and 3rd in seeds,
7 See also: Tansey 2008, For good or for greed? (In: Ecologist, Nov 2008)
8 UNCTAD 2006, Tracking the trend towards market concentration: The case of the agricultural input industry,
p.11
9 OCM 2008, Monsanto Transgenic Trait Dominance in US Market 1996-2007. From
(http://www.competitivemarkets.com/index.php?option=com_docman&task=doc_details&gid=17&Itemid=32)
10 ETC 2008, Who owns nature?, p. 11
11 Howard 2009, Visualizing Consolidation in the Global Seed Industry: 1996–2008 (In: Sustainability 2009,1), p.

competing with the other top 5 agrochemical
companies, who all also sell seeds12.

Energy demanding modern
agriculture

Most of the biggest seed companies form 'techcartels' for their research which makes them even
more powerful13. The tightening of the oligopoly in
the agriculture input sectors reflects the increasing
power of Monsanto & Co over the agricultural
chain. For farmers rising prices and less choice in
seeds are the most likely outcome.

Eighty percent of agriculture on our planet is
traditional. The crops that these farmer grow are
often only maintained and not processed further.
Modern "high yield" crops can only be grown
by farmers after buying (with loans) expensive
seed, fertilizers and pesticides. That farmers thus
become an energy consumer rather than
producer, is a problem that the western farmer
up until today has been able to ignore. What
should be a production crop has become a
consumption crop, and their instalments can be
found in our supermarkets. Around the world
there is a demand for energy efficient and capital
extensive crops, but the supply of such varieties
is rare or absent, in spite of the enormous market
potential. (source: Het Hof van Eden,
www.thecourtofEden.org)

To grasp the full extent of this corporate take-over,
one needs to consider that until the first half of 20th
century seeds were hardly business at all. It used to
be common practice for farmers all over the world
to save seeds from their harvest and reuse them for
the next season. Plant breeding was simultaneously
carried out by farmers themselves through
exchanging or selling the best seeds on a local or
regional level, which lead to an extreme plenty of
plant varieties, that were well adapted to local
ecosystems. Later on public institutions for plant
breeding were established in several European countries and in the US. Commercial seed trading first
developed in Europe and the US in the late 19th century, with large-scale producers selling uniform seeds
for a few major crops. Necessary steps towards the current industrial seed system and the “privatisation
of agricultural innovation”14 were laws on intellectual property and on the marketing of seeds which under the pretext of securing seed quality - virtually ‘illegalised’ farmers’ seeds, as only the industrial
seeds were able to meet the criteria of distinctiveness, uniformity and stability. Since then farmers seeds
have been gradually marginalized in Europe and the US, public seed breeding was likewise crowded out.
15
Still, in many developing countries regional farmers’ seeds and public plant breeding in co-operation
with farmers is dominant.16
The industrial seed system amounts to an expropriation of farmers in favour of corporate interest. Instead
of breeding and exchanging plant varieties in an ‘open-source’ manner parallel to farming, farmers in
EU, US and increasingly in developing countries today are dependent on commercial seed producers. As
a result a handful of multinational corporations engineered a fast and furious corporate enclosure of the
first link in the food chain in less than three decades.

1274
12 ETC 2008, p. 15
13 ETC 2008, p. 13
14 UNCTAD 2006, Tracking the trend towards market concentration: The case of the agricultural input industry,
p.15
15 Guy Kästler 2005, Europe’s seed laws: Locking out farmers. (In: GRAIN 2005, Seedling July www.grain.org/seedling/?type=45
More on this: GRAIN Briefing 2005, The end of farm-saved seeds? (www.grain.org/briefings/?id=202)
16 UNCTAD 2006, Tracking the trend towards market concentration: The case of the agricultural input industry,
p.15

5. The near future: changes in trade regulation and implications
Biodiversity versus Bio-uniformity
Diversity of cultivated plants is the very basis of sustainable agriculture and food sovereignty. The more
diverse an ecosystem is, the more resilient it will be. Genetic variation is the best safeguard for crops to
survive plagues or climate change. In traditional farming no-one owned the seeds, the shared knowledge
or species. This system secured a great diversity in races and varieties, each adapted to the local
circumstances.
Monopolies in the seed industry lead to the opposite of biodiversity: bio-uniformity. If corporations
succeed in obtaining the exclusive property rights to a crop, the rights only apply to a genetically uniform
plant variety. This way it contributes to a process where genetically diverse and traditional varieties are
gradually replaced by genetically uniform modern seeds. Highly concentrated seed markets lead to even
less genetic variety and fewer new breeds. For example, on the US seed market farmers saw the gradual
substitution of conventional seeds (e.g. soy and cotton) with genetically modified seeds. Conventional
seeds became short in supply for the simple reason that they are less profitable for the seed industry. This
development towards bio-uniformity is a threat to food security because genetic uniformity makes crops
vulnerable to diseases and extinction.

Price tag
One other consequence of the monopolisation in the seed industry is the increases in seed
prices the companies manage to force upon farmers. In 2010 American farmers buying the
latest GM RoundupReady soy seeds pay 42% more than they paid in 2009. Prices of GM
corn have gone up even steeper but nothing increased more than the price of cotton seed:
Between 1975 and 1996 the price of common cotton seed doubled. But when in 1996 GM
cotton was first introduced, a bag of GM cotton seed cost around $ 70, whereas today
farmers pay $700 per bag of GM cotton seed.17

GM and herbicides
GM crops brought the intended boost to the market
for agrochemicals. The most commonly used GM
crops were manipulated so they would survive
heavy use of chemicals, usually a herbicide like
Monsanto's Roundup. This contradicts the claim of
the biotech industry that GM crops will reduce the
use of chemicals. Often the RoundUp Ready GM
seeds can only be bought in a package deal
including Monsanto's glyphosate herbicide
RoundUp, a profit boosting tactic.

Crop Patents: the harsh reality
There is a general trend in international business
and industry that the focus is shifting from
producing a product to the more lucrative obtaining
and trading of the intellectual rights of a product.
This also applies to the agriculture industry.
To cover the high cost of developing GMOs, the
industry gets the exclusive intellectual property
rights. From that moment on, any further use of the

History of EU patent law
The first patent on a living organism was
granted in the US in 1980. It concerned
Genetically Manipulated(GM) bacteria. Later
patents on GM plants and animals followed.
In the EU the European Commission (EC) and
the European Parliament discussed for ten
years whether patenting living organisms
should be made possible or not.
In 1995 the European Parliament rejected a
proposal by the Commission to allow GM crops
a unique event. The GM industry reacted with a
huge lobby campaign targetting the EU
Parliament. Eventually in 1998, a new proposal
by the EC was accepted despite the many
protests by civil society organisations.
Formulating in a smart way made it possilbe to
patent pieces of DNA and non-GE organisms.
(Source: www.gentech.nl)

17 The Magnitude and Impacts of the Biotech and Organic Seed Price Premium' by Dr Charles Benbrook,
www.organic-center.org/reportfiles/Seeds_Final_11-30-09.pdf
- Savannah Ziegelbauer Medill Reports, March 10 2010
http://news.medill.northwestern.edu/chicago/news.aspx?id=161289

GM plants after seed saving by farmers, and even accidental cross breeding with conventional crops, is a
patent breach and can lead to prosecution by the patent owner. Over a hundred North American farmers
have already been prosecuted by Monsanto on these grounds. Cases have led to prison sentences, huge
compensation payments to Monsanto and bankruptcy of farmers. The Canadian farmer Percy Schmeizer
is involved in a long legal battle against Monsanto because his conventional canola seeds were
accidentally contaminated with Monsanto's GM canola. He was taken to court by Monsanto, which made
him pay for the „privilege“ of „profiting“ from the patented seeds. He also had to destroy his own
contaminated canola seed stock.18
Unfortunately, once a GM crop is grown commercially, GM contamination of conventional crops has
proved to be uncontrollable. This has for example lead to the situation in 2010 that all Canadian flaxseed
is contaminated with manipulated genes, and that GM contamination has made it impossible to grow
GM-free corn in Spain19.

Patents on conventional seeds
A new and possibly even bigger problem emerges
now that the industry is attempting to obtain patents
for common, conventional plant varieties. These
rights are even more lucrative than GM seeds since
there are fewer development costs. The plant seeds
could be from conventional crops that have been
developed by a either a plant breeder or by traditional
farmers or rural communities and as such are owned
by no-one in particular. Under international
intellectual property law (TRIPS) companies don't
even have to inform the developers/users of a seed
that it will be patented by the industry. Patenting of
common varieties is also known as 'biopiracy'.
The European Patent Office (EPO) is currently
reviewing granting two patents for conventional food
crops to the industry: one for a broccoli variety and
one for a tomato variety. The broccoli case is
considered a test case: if this patent is granted it will
open the floodgates for companies that want to obtain
property rights for the European market for lots more
conventional crops. The broccoli case is now under
appeal by the EPO and a decision is expected in June
2010.

Petition 'No patents on Seeds'
The international coalition "No Patents on
Seeds" has issued a petition "Stop
Monsantosizing Food, Seeds and Animals"
in protest against the broccoli patents.
Hundreds of independent organisations and
individuals have signed so far. By the end of
March 2010 the petition will be presented to
governments and patent offices around the
globe, followed by the Global Days of
Action from April till July 2010 ending with
a public manifestation at the the European
Patent Office. No Patents on Seeds is a
European coalition of organisations that
reject all patenting of living organisms.

Changes of the European patent law in 2011 would
make it possible to not only patent any kind of seed
but will also, as the industry would like to see it, pave the way towards outlawing the use of unregistered
crops. This would effectively mean the end of agriculture as we know it, as it is hard to for non-industrial
seeds to meet the standards required for registration.
.
More experimental applications have even included the patenting of methods of cattle breeding. The
patent would even expand to the products coming from this cattle, exploring new territory in the
patenting of the entire food chain.20

Upcoming changes European seed and patenting laws
Widely unnoticed by the public, the EU commission began to revise EU legislation on the marketing of
seeds in 2008. The revision is to come into force in 2010 and will be obligatory for all European member
18 See http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Monsanto_vs_Schmeiser
19 Report Coexistence is Impossible: www.greenpeace.org/international/press/reports/impossible-coexistence
20 From www.no-patents-on-seeds.org

states. With the aim of „better regulation“ it wants to reduce bureaucracy in seed legislation and to
standardize the law21.
Seed marketing in the EU is at present regulated
by 12 directives which are implemented
differently in each EU country. Private companies
were mandated to evaluate the current legislation
under the supervision of „Arcadia“, a consulting
company which has often worked for the GMO
industry.
It is not only for this reason European farmers and
groups concerned with agricultural biodiversity
raised the alarm. The negotiations on the new
European seed legislation are taking place behind
closed doors, among representatives of the seed
industry and EU bureaucrats only. A previous
directive by the EU of 2008 on ‘conservation
varieties’ for grain and potatoes, which was meant to regulate the marketing of old land races and most
organic varieties, turned out to erect excessive bureaucratic hurdles for their registration. As a result,
many regionally adapted but small-scale seed varieties, which form an alternative to the industrial seed
business, are in danger of literally becoming 'illegalised'.
This of course serves the interest of those parts of the large industrial seed businesses, that would wipe
out all non-corporate forms of plant breeding and seed distribution if possible.
If they succeed, not only organic farmers and breeders suffer from it, but our food security and future
ability to develop towards more sustainable ways of food production are at stake.

Conflict in the Dutch seed industry
As mentioned before, the multinationals have actively expanded their influence in the Dutch seed
industry. In 2008 the largest Dutch company, de Ruiter Seeds, was taken over by Monsanto in a half a
billion Euro deal. But a conflict arose about intellectual property rights between the conventional Dutch
breeding companies and the multinational corporations.
So far farmers and breeders worked with PBR Plant Breeders' Rights, or 'breeders exemption'. Meaning
that whoever develops a new plant variety holds the license over that variety for a number of years.
However, this license still allows farmers to save seeds, and it also allows other breeders to make use of
that plant variety to develop into new varieties. This leads to continuous innovation and genetic
variations, according to the Dutch branch organisation of plant breeders, PlantumNL 22. Monsanto,
Syngenta and Croplife (representing the interests of other large biotech corporations) have sent letters to
the Dutch government with the request to deny breeders this right 23. The government has not yet made
their position public. 24

Common Agriculture Policy of the EU
To cut the costs of the European agriculture policy, the commission has started formulating new policies,
that will be in place by 201325. Up till now astronomical sums were pumped into stimulating industrial
farming, intensive livestock breeding and export subsidies. A growing alliance of European civil society
and farmers' organisations is using this opportunity to push for a new approach: one that is centred
around the European farmer and consumer instead of international trade and the food industry. They have
21 From ‘Sowing the future – Harvesting Diversity. Call for a European-Wide Seed Campaign:
www.saatgutkampagne.org/PDF/Sowing_the_Future_call_EN_web.pdf
22 See www.plantum.nl/standpunten.htm
23 Download letters of Monsanto, Syngenta, Plantum NL and Crop Life from:
www.nrc.nl/economie/article2329284.ece/Kwekers_vrezen_octrooi_op_zaden
24 In April 2010 the Dutch Minister of Agriculture proposed slightly adapting patenting law in stead of continuing
PBR.
25 See ec.europa.eu/agriculture/cap-post-2013/index_en.htm

launched a ‘European food declaration’ to mobilise European citizens and authorities to move towards a
'healthy, sustainable, fair and mutually supportive Common Agriculture and Food Policy 26.
Key element for the new CAP should be 'food sovereignty', food production independent of the world
markets, or the price of oil: through (re-)creating short lines between food producer and consumer in a
transparent food chain.

6. Alternatives: Let's liberate diversity!
Seed diversity
Of course the commercial seed trade is not the only source of seeds for agriculture. Throughout Europe
farmers still save seed from their own crops for next year. Seed exchange and development are
stimulated by coalitions of farmers and private initiatives. In the Netherlands there is the Stichting
Zaadgoed27 that coordinates non-commercial organic seed breeding. Throughout Europe there are
organisations like Coordination Nationale pour la Defense des Semences Fermieres, that are united in
the massive Save our Seeds28 coalition. Worth mentioning are also initiatives like the Court of Eden29, a
non-profit gene and biodiversity bank containing one of the largest collections of traditional and
indigenous agricultural plant varieties of Europe.
At the end of March 2010 the fifth conference of the European Seed Network 'Sowing the Future,
Harvesting Diversity' took place in Graz, Austria30. Their motto is : 'no patents for the seed industry,
seeds are common property'. Many seed initiative groups from around Europe have united in this
network to defend the rights of farmers to save and breed their own crop seeds, and to pass them on as
they please. European seed initiatives from ten countries have prepared policy proposals to connect the
European-wide network of resistance. The meeting is in Austria, to strengthen cooperation with Eastern
European countries.

GMO Free
Another large European network opposing the spread of industrial agriculture is the European Movement
for GMO-Free Regions31. Over 260 European regions, 4500 local governments and tens of thousands of
farmers and food producers have declared themselves 'GMO free', which means they prohibit the use of
GMO's in food and agriculture on their territory, and stimulate organic, local agriculture and food
production.

Local food
Ideally the lines between farmers and consumers should be as short as possible. Short supply lines and
joined production projects are the best way to ensure healthy, sustainable and ethically produced food.
The growing Belgian food teams network is an example of a successful approach 32.
In recent years even in The Netherlands many positive food related initiatives have popped up. Farmers
markets with regionally produced products are expanding 33. Organic food baskets are distributed in more
and more towns, in some places even directly into your kitchen. There is the creation of more
'community supported agriculture' projects, in which a group of consumers and a farmer join in
organising food production together, sharing the costs, the harvest and the risks 34.

Transition
In many European countries Transition Town groups have been established 35. Citizens come together to
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33

See www.europeanfooddeclaration.org/
See www.zaadgoed.nl, organic seed companies: www.biodatabase.nl/
See www.saveourseeds.org
See www.thecourtofeden.org/
See www.liberate-diversity-graz2010.org
See www.gmo-free-regions.org/
See www.voedselteams.be
NL: www.biologica.nl/category/vakgebied/boerenmarkten?page=3
BE: www.platteland-stad.be/Boerenmarkten/
34 en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Community-supported_agriculture
35 www.transitionnetwork.org (international) http://transitiontowns.nl (the Netherlands)

anticipate to possible threats like climate change and fossil fuel scarcity by building up sustainable
communal alternatives, which include communal gardens and renewable energy supply 36.

Towards a Dutch Food Movement
In the coming months A SEED will work on initiating and stimulating exchange of local food producerconsumer groups in the Netherlands. Many nice example are already existing like food co-op
Vokomokum37 and the Belgian food teams, the challenge is to bring groups together and to learn from
each other. These food groups or teams could also be part of a broader Transition Town group.
Starting up and participating in projects like non-commercial seed exchange networks, communal
vegetable gardens or consumer-producer collectives shows that we don't need the big industrial seed and
food corporations who only go for profit. And it also shows that we don't have to wait for European or
national legislation to solve our problems. The production and distribution of food is just to important too
leave completely to those driven by commercial interests.

No patents on seeds, liberate our food.
You reap what you sow – A SEED Europe April 2010

36 www.transitiontowns.org / http://transitiontowns.nl
37 www.vokomokum.nl

Appendix: Monsanto in the Netherlands
In The Netherlands Monsanto's subsidiary branches are Seminis, De Ruiter Seeds and Western
Seeds are active in producing both sheltered and outdoor crops.
SEMINIS is the brand for outdoor crops such as beans, broccoli,
Seminis Vegetable Seeds
cabbage, carrots, leek, cauliflower, fennel, cucumber, aubergine,
Westeinde 161
lettuce, melon, onions, peas, bell peppers, pumpkin, radish, spinach
1601 BM Enkhuizen
and tomatoes.
Seminis Vegetable Seeds is market leader. The Research and
Development department was moved from Enkhuizen to
Wageningen. The plant breeder is the worlds' biggest producer of
vegetable seeds, with 51 branches for R&D in 17 countries.
Seminis seeds are sold in 156 countries. Seminis has a Dutch sales
departments in Wageningen and Enkhuizen.
DE RUITER SEEDS has been selling hybrid tomato, cucumber,
aubergines and pepper seeds since 1945, as well as mother plants.
Their share in the international market is growing fast.
De Ruiter Seeds Benelux
Leeuwenhoekweg 5d2
2661 CZ Berschenhoek
T +31 (0)1052922 22

Middel Broekweg 67
2675 KG Honselersdijk
Wageningse Afweg 31
6702 PD Wageningen
www.seminis.com

GMO-free statement:
De Ruiter applies biotechnology to a number of fruits and
vegetable crops, among them tomatoes, peppers, cucumber,
aubergine and melons. They don't sell GMseeds of these crops
yet.

www.deruiterseeds.nl

The main office of De Ruiter Seeds is in Bergschenhoek, in an
area of greenhouses. Product development takes place in three
plant breeding stations in the Netherlands, Spain and France.
New varieties are distributed throught their world-wide network of distribution channels. The
Dutch headquarters consists of a research laboratory and central storage.
WESTERN SEED is a slightly smaller internationally
operating seed company producing tomatoes, pepper,
cucumber, aubergine, melon, watermelon, courgettes and
squash. They claim not to work with genetic modification
technology.

Western Seed
Burgemeester Elsenweg 53
2671 DP Naaldwijk
T +31 174 671520

The worlds' second seed multinational has a large branch in The Netherlands as well:
Syngenta Seeds BV Westeinde 62, 1601 BK Enkhuizen.
T +31(0)228-366411 www.syngenta.nl

More information can be found here:
www.no-patents-on-seeds.org
www.grain.org
www.gmwatch.org
www.gentech.nl (dutch)
www.aseed.net
* Who Owns Nature? from the ETC-groups is a very good source to find more information about this
issue. You can find it on http://www.etcgroup.org/en/issues/corporate_concentration
* Philip Howard, researcher at Michigan State University, makes very clarifying graphics about the
consolidation in the seeds industry (and other parts of the food system) http://www.msu.edu/~howardp

You reap what you sow – A SEED Europe March 2010
This brochure about the seed industry and the developments in the Dutch and European seed market has
been written as part of A SEED Europe's agriculture campaign. The aim of this campaign is to stop
industrial agriculture promoted by large globally operating corporations and it promotes the social,
sustainable alternative food production that is based on solidarity between consumers and farmers all
around the world. Besides targeting the seed industry and genetically manipulated crops, A SEED
focuses on problems related to soy production and livestock farming and positive alternatives like
organic agriculture and direct cooperation between consumers and local farmers.
A SEED Europe
Plantage Doklaan 12a
1018 CM Amsterdam
The Netherlands
tel: +31-(0)20-6682236
e-mail: info@aseed.net
www.aseed.net

